September 13, 2011
Board Members,
There is still not enough new serious business to warrant having a Board meeting this
Thursday. However, in the next scheduled meeting, on October 6, we will be reviewing
the proposed budget for 2012, plus any other serious business that comes up in the
meantime.
A few notes about ongoing activities:
1. Earlier in the summer we had ProPipe clean two 'hotspots' where blockages tend to
occur, and we had the Creekside Drive line cleaned and videoed. Now we are having
ProPipe clean sewer lines in Monte Verde, Poll Drive, Weber Drive, Sierra Drive,
Davis, and Gordon Creek Circle. In addition to cleaning, we will have ProPipe video
portions of Weber Drive, Sierra Drive and the Sierra side of Highland Drive, which
have not been videoed before.
2. We are arranging for Little-K to re-collar a number of manholes in the Highlands
area. Four of these were never collared during construction (in Woodland Heights)
and others were apparently collared but later paved over Weber (2), Sierra (1), Davis
(1). In the 2011 budget, the Board allocated funds for this maintenance work.
3. Robert Rouselle at AQUA Engineering is completing the drawings and project
manual for replacement of the 1300-foot force main running on the south side of Old
Highway Road from the Monte Verde lift station to the gravity manhole at Poll Drive.
It is proposed to have the drawings and project manual approved by UDOT and the
County Engineer right away and have the replacement work done next summer, or
sooner if another leak should appear. The engineering estimated cost for the
replacement project is $44,500 plus engineering and permit costs. These will be in
the budget for 2012.
4. The monthly laboratory tests for BOD, TSS and e-coli continue to be excellent. The
outgoing water has been almost as clear as tap water for a couple of months now, and
will continue until the duckweed freezes and begins to decompose and algae growth
increases, causing increased turbidity.

